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15. Nationale  

Photovoltaik-Tagung 2017 

Building Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) glass modules, used for transparent facades, skylights or balustrades, are a promising way to integrate solar energy into 

building envelope.  

However, so far BIPV glass modules are still considered as exclusive elements for singular and unique buildings. This is mainly due to design and installation 

complexity, additional requirements, higher costs in comparison to conventional PV modules.  

A novel digital printing technique has been developed, offering 

to the architects the possibility to “camouflage” the PV cells 

and, at the same time, design such BIPV module with their 

own drawings and sketches, But, the aesthetical customization 

of the BIPV glass modules involves the partial covering of PV 

cells that can affect the energy performance. 

The demo site in Klaipedia (Lithuania) 

THE PROJECT’S AIM 

(i) the flexibility and adaptability of manufacturing customised BIPV building glass 

elements through a new manufacturing line and 

(ii) the suitability and reliability of such BIPV products in the building envelope through 

the renovation of the whole facade of the headquarter of Glassbel company. 

Outdoor test facility in Lugano (CH) Design possibilities for BIPV glass / glass modules 

THE “PRICE” OF AESTHETICS? 

FURTHER WORKS 

In order to favour the above-mentioned new approach, SUPSI is working to provide architects and facade designers with user-friendly tools that enables them to “sketch” the aestethical design of facades (like a 

canvas). This “drawing” should be then transformed into a suitable “electrical language”, capable to define the appropriated dimensions/opacity/printing degree of the colored dots in order to control the current 

intensity. 

1. EVALUATION OF THE PRINTING EFFECT 

Several samples have been produced for electrical 

performance tests at SUPSI PVLab to determine 

the influence on BIPV performances of: 

 Colour, 

 Thickness and dimension of the dots 

 Printing degree (from 0% to 100% coverage) 

 Positioning of dots on the outer/inner side of the 

front glass 

Influence of the colour type - the max loss is 

about 33% in comparison with a non col-

oured module  

Influence of the dots’ thickness  - the higher thickness  

involve an higher opacity of the dots and an higher  

shadowing of the cell  

Influence of the dots’ position -  

the positioning of the dot does not affect  

significantly the power output  at STC. 

Mono-chromatic facade  

made of mono-chromatic modules  

In order to overcome some of these barriers, SUPSI-ISAAC took part to the consortium of the European project Smart-Flex which goal was to reduce such obstacles by means 

of the development and demonstration of a flexible manufacturing process of multifunctional BIPV glass elements at the industrial scale and their use also for “conventional” 

buildings. The partners proposed a new design of a multi-functional glass/glass BIPV element as a plug & play AC device for safe and easy installation into building electricity 

system, demonstrating: 

In the design of multi-

chromatic PV modules, it is 

fundamental to define the 

appropriate dimensions / 

opacity / printing degree of 

colored dots in order to 

control the current intensity 

and, then, the power output. 

3. ACTIVE COLORED FACADES 

Multi-chromatic facade  

made of mono-chromatic modules  

Multi-chromatic facade  

made of multi-chromatic modules  

4. WHICH APPROACH FOR “PRICE”? 

2. PERFORMANCE AND DESING BALANCE 

In accordance with the previous results, it is possible for architects to design colored “active” 

facades defining the suitable printing degrees for each colour in order to limit the power loss 

of the modules. As a consequence, mono-chromatic or multi-chromatic modules can be 

designed analyzing the generated current (I-Value) of each coulour and printing degree. 

Customized BIPV modules are generally not 

considered as cost-effective because there is a “price 

to pay” represented by the reduction of the energy 

output in favour of the aesthetical appearance  

With this approach, the price to pay can be 

determined and optimized depending on the design 

parameters that architects can choose.  

vs 

Influence of different irradiance - the colour type does not affect 

the power output when the modules are subjected to different ir-

radiances intensity 


